LEAN
LAUNCHPAD

THE EARLY-STAGE SUPPORT FRAMEWORK

50X SPEED-UP
OF INNOVATION
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ABOUT
THE PROGRAM
The Lean Launchpad is the highly experiential and evidence-based entrepreneurship
curriculum developed by the father of the Lean Startup, Steve Blank at Berkeley and
Stanford in 2012. It’s a framework to push early-stage startups and corporate innovation
ventures towards a product-market fit through doing the actual work - through real
experience - supported by qualified mentors and driven by peer review.
Since then it has also been adopted by corporations as a support framework for internal
projects and as a pre-acceleration program in global F500 corporations like Deutsche
Telekom, GM, Time Warner, Coca Cola and governmental organisations like The National
Science Foundation.
The LLP program is the answer to how to educate and
support early stage innovation ventures in the first 5 to
12 weeks while working hands-on and how to reach a
qualified, transparent and consistent decision if the
ideas and people are worth investing further time and
resources in - at unprecedented speed.
The Lean Launchpad (LLP) is currently taught at over
400 universities and at over 40 incubators and
accelerators worldwide and over 300 educators are
trained and certified per year.
The curriculum is available with a 5 and 12 weeks
syllabus depending on educational depth, solidity of
validation evidence and Investment Readiness Level
(IRL) desired.
This document describers the 12 weeks program for maximising educational eﬀects and
reaching a higher evidence-backed Innovation Readiness Level (IRL).
The target audience are college and university students, product managers, innovation
managers, project managers, decision makers tasked with growth and innovation, earlystage / pre-accelerator stage innovation ventures or business teams.

What our Lean Launchpad participants say:
”I learned so much about what it means to
sharpen & focus on an idea. Interviews,
business models, customers, revenues,
MVPs etc. Extremely valuable insights.
It was fantastic!"
- Stefan Wolfrum,
Sr. Expert Strategy & Projects
Telekom Deutschland
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CASE STUDY
NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOUNDATION - NSF
The National Science Foundation (NSF) is the United States
government agency, a USD 7B fund, that supports
fundamental research and education in all the nonmedical fields of science and engineering. It doesn't get
more scientific than the NSF.
The NSF decide which public scientific research projects
will get federal funding for commercialisation in the US.
In the past, their iCORPS accelerator program had a
challenge with accepting applicants for funding. Their
acceptance rate for applicants were about 18% of all applicants.
Then NSF iCORPS made the Lean Launchpad program a prerequisite for applying
for the funding program and the acceptance rate of funded applicants rose to over
60%.

Other federal US programs using the Lean Launchpad include "Lean for Life Sciences at UCSF", "Lean at
the National Institute of Health" and "Lean at the Department of Energy”.

The Lean Launchpad (LLP) enables you to go faster: 10x the
number of initiatives in 1/5 the time compared to traditional
innovation - That’s a 50x speedup kind of fast!
Source:

http://steveblank.com/2015/06/26/lean-innovation-management-making-corporate-innovation-work/
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ABOUT
THE METHODOLOGY
The LLP is available as a 5 week and 12 week program, depending on the depth
and speed requirements of your innovation goals. All LLP program consists of a
weekly meet-up moderated by an LLP Educator with educational content and
experience based homework for the participants between each meet-up.
The LLP Educator and mentors are also available online (Skype, mobile, email) to
mentor the participants and clarify issues that come up in between meet-ups.
Each meet-up consist of a short lecture that outlines the core concepts of the
homework. In the second half the participants will present their actual results and
receive critical feedback from mentors and their peers, allowing for reflection and
course correction.
Most of the time is spent outside of the meet-up, outside of the oﬃce doing
practical, hands-on homework in between - learning in the the actual market.
A typical meet-up agenda is described later in this document.

OUTSIDE
WORK

•
•
•
•

Video Lectures
Written Material
Customer Interviews
experience-based

MEETUPS

MENTORING

• Discussions - Insights
• additional Lectures
• Accountability

• During Meetups
• Between Meetups
• With experienced

Feedback & Review
(course-correction)

entrepreneurs &
LLP Educator
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BUSINESS MODEL
ENGINEERING
WEEK 1 & 2
What we now know are the diﬀerences between a innovation venture and a small
company. Today we will take your innovation venture team through all you need to know
about why innovation ventures are not smaller versions of companies and why we do not
write business plans for innovation ventures but use a process called Business Model
Generation instead.

LEARNINGS
• What we now know about innovation ventures and why they are not smaller versions of
companies and why most innovation ventures fail
• What is Business Model Generation
• What is a Business Model Canvas
• How do we use the process of Business Model Generation together with the process of
Customer Development and the Business Model Canvas
• What is a problem-market fit, problem-solution fit and product-market fit

EXERCISES
• Hands on exercise: What does your current assumptions look like, use the BMC to map
out your first version
• Hands on exercise: What does your competitive landscape look like
• Reality check: Expert feedback on your first version BMC and competition
• Hands on exercise: Define your most critical assumption(s) in the BMC
• Hands on exercise: Define how you will test and measure your most critical
assumption(s) in your first guesses about your business model

TOPICS COVERED
Business Model Generation, Business Model Canvas, Customer Development, Partners,
Key Resources, Key Activities, Costs, Revenue, Value Propositions, Channels, Customer
Relationships, Customer Segments, Revenue Sources, Validation, Invalidation, Most
Critical Assumptions, Formulating Test Criteria, Getting Out of the Building

GOALS
• Learn what we now know about innovation ventures to avoid common fallacies and
pitfalls that make most innovation ventures fail
• Develop the first version of your Business Model Canvas
• Identify your most critical assumptions for your current business model assumptions
• Define your criteria for and understand how to testing your most critical assumptions
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CUSTOMER
DEVELOPMENT
WEEK 3 & 4
Why getting out of the oﬃce - at least twice - to test our most critical assumptions and
learn what customers really want is the key to your success.
Today we will take your innovation venture team through all you need to know about the
methodology and process of Customer Development that we will use to discover and
validate (or invalidate) your most critical assumptions about your business model, value
propositions and customer segments to discover what customers want, which customers
want it and how much they want and what they are currently doing and using it to help
you guide your value propositions, customer segments and revenue (pricing).

LEARNINGS
• What is Customer Development
• Why do we need to get out of the oﬃce - at least twice
• How do we use the process of Customer Development to go from a fantasy-driven
innovation venture to a fact-based venture
• How to discover the problem fit and the problem-solution fit

EXERCISES
•
•
•
•
•

How do we talk to customers and how do we NOT talk to customers
How can we use the Value Proposition Canvas in the Customer Development process
Hands on exercise: Practice 1-2-1 customer interviews with expert feedback
Hands on exercise: Define and find your next customers to interview
Hands on exercise: Reach out to these customers and schedule the interviews

TOPICS COVERED
Customer Development, Customer Discovery, Customer Validation, Problem-Fit,
Problem-Solution Fit, Validation, Invalidation, Pivot, Customer Interview, Search, Facts,
Jobs to be Done, Pains, Gains, Pain Relievers, Gain Creators, Value Proposition Canvas

GOALS
•
•
•
•
•

Learn the process of Customer Development to validate your business
Develop a fundamental understanding of the diﬀerence between a Pivot and an Iteration
Develop fundamental customer interviewing skills
Understand and experience how and how not to talk to customers
Understand what and how to measure and how to keep yourself accountable
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AGILE ENGINEERING
MVP & INNOVATION
ACCOUNTING
WEEK 4 & 5
Why the speed of your Build-Measure-Learn feedback loop is the key to your success.
Today we will take your innovation venture team through all you need to know about how
to set up your Build-Measure-Learn feedback loop, why it is so important and why speed
matters. We will also see why most of the time it is not about what you build, but how you
build it to test your most critical assumptions as fast as possible using a Minimum Viable
Product (MVP) using processes like Versioning, Continuous Deployment, XP, Agile and
Scrum.

LEARNINGS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the Build-Measure-Learn feedback loop and why is it so important
What is Versioning, XP and Agile Development
What is Scrum and MoSCoW
What is Continuous Deployment and Red/Black System and how to implement it
How to avoid building stuﬀ before you know you must build it
What is a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) and what is it not
What are the diﬀerent types of Minimum Viable Products (MVPs)

EXERCISES
•
•
•
•

Hands on exercise: Wich processes and dev tools can your team improve and how
Hands on exercise: Define your MVP based on the customer interview feedback
Hands on exercise: Define and implement how you are going to measure and track
Hands on exercise: Start building your MVP based on the customer feedback

TOPICS COVERED
Agile Engineering, Scrum, Extreme Programming, Continuous Deployment, Test-Driven,
Unit-Testing, XP, MoSCoW Process, Versioning, Bug-Tracking, Minimum Viable Product
(MVP), Build-Measure-Learn feedback loop, Development Tools

GOALS
•
•
•
•

Learn what the Build-Measure-Learn loop means and why it is critical for your success
Develop a fundamental understanding of modern development processes and tools
Understand what a Minimum Viable Product is and what it is not
Learn and understand the diﬀerent types of Minimum Viable Products
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METRICS
THAT MATTER
WEEK 6 & 7
All metrics are not created equal: Vanity Metrics versus Actionable Metrics.
Today we will take your innovation venture team through all you need to know about when
and how to take your innovation venture to market, what the engines of growth that the
success of your business depend on are and how to define and track all the metrics that
matter to your business and how to hold yourself accountable using analytics and metrics
dashboards.

LEARNINGS
•
•
•
•
•
•

When and how do you take a innovation venture to market
What are the engines of growth and why is it so important to find yours
What is Customer Relations, how to Get, Keep and Grow your customers
What are the metrics that matter to your business
How do we measure the metrics that matter (analytics)
How do we influence, improve and drive the metrics that matter (actionable)

EXERCISES
• Hands on exercise: Identify and define the metrics that matter for your business
• Hands on exercise: Identify and implement how to measure and track them
• Hands on exercise: Define your metrics milestones and a contingency plan on how you
intend to report, influence, improve and drive the metrics that matter

TOPICS COVERED
Take-to-Market, Channels, Get, Keep, Grow, Sales Funnel, Engines of Growth, Funnel,
Traction, Marketing, Milestones, Metrics, Channels, Stickiness, Network Eﬀects, Viral,
Customer Acquisition, Engagement, CAC vs LTV, Churn, Retention, Attrition, MAU,
Cohort Analysis, Growth Metrics, Measure, Accountability, SaaS Metrics, Dashboards,
Reporting, Analytics

GOALS
•
•
•
•
•

Learn when and how to take your innovation venture to market
Develop a fundamental overview of the metrics that matter
Develop a fundamental understanding of the engines of growth
Understand how and why to measure the metrics that matter
Understand and define the metrics that matter to your business and how to track them
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WORK
WORK
WORK
WEEK 9 - 11
In week 9 to 11 the teams will be working to validate a product-market fit using the
methodologies and highly experiential process taught at an individual pace
supported by the program mentors, LLP educator and peers.
The following is the typical agenda for each meetup for the 12 week program:

LECTURE & GROUP ASSIGNMENT
The instructor will explain the topic of the day through an opening lecture. Teams
will be broken up and expected to discuss the respective topic of the day, e.g.
customer development, with each other and agree upon a common definition.
Afterwards, the Instructor will ask the groups to present their definition and clarify
any questions that may exist amongst the class. Total Time: 75 minutes

TEAM PRESENTATIONS
Each team will present their current learnings and updated business model canvas
with their assumptions and validations. During each presentation, program
participants are expected to comment on each other’s presentation, share their
insights and oﬀer possible connections to potential customers live using the Peer
Review section of the program software. Total Time: 75 minutes

PEER REVIEW
The teams will be paired up to discuss the feedback they have received and
written in the Peer Review session and ask questions to help strategize their
actions for next week and get mentoring. Total Time: 75 minutes

ASSIGNMENT FOR NEXT WEEK, WRAP-UP
The teams will Interview 15 potential customers, users or partners and update their
business model canvas with new assumptions and read additional written and
watch additional video material in between meet-ups. Total Time: 15 minutes
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PEER REVIEW
MEETUPS
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VIABILITY
& PITCHING
WEEK 12
From the high-concept pitch to the elevator pitch to the deck to pitching investors,
stakeholders and the board.
Today we will take your innovation venture team through all you need to know about what
investors are looking for, when you should start fundraising, what the fundraising process
looks like, the diﬀerent funding sources available to you and how to eﬀectively tell your
innovation venture’s story. It will empower you to confidently and successfully pitch
investors.

LEARNINGS
•
•
•
•
•

What is pitching? Why is it so important?
What are the diﬀerent types of pitches and who do I pitch what and why?
What are the diﬀerent sources of funding and how do they diﬀer
What is the Pitch Deck and what do I need to show?
Pitching tips & tricks

EXERCISES
• Hands on exercise: Make us remember - What is your high-concept pitch?
• Hands on exercise: Make us understand - What problem are you solving and how are
you solving it?
• Hands on exercise: Make us invest - Pitch your Elevator Pitch with expert feedback
• Hands on exercise: Create or improve your existing pitch deck
• Hands on exercise: Pitch your Deck and get expert feedback
• Hands on exercise: Rinse, lather, repeat

TOPICS COVERED
High-concept pitch, elevator pitch, pitch deck, mission, summary, problem, solution,
technology, competition, sales, team, traction, marketing, milestones, conclusion,
financing, concept vs metrics pitch, give & ask, term sheet, cap table, social proof,
product, storytelling, bootstrapping, presentation tips and tricks, VC, angel investors,
institutional investors, strategic investors, best pitching practices, metrics

GOALS
•
•
•
•

Experience and learn how and when to use the diﬀerent types of pitches
Develop fundamental pitching skills to create and perform your pitches with confidence
Understand how to get the right budget and resources from the right stakeholder
Understand what investors are looking for and how to successfully pitch them
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THE WEEKLY
PEER REVIEW FORMAT
At each weekly peer review meet-up, the innovation ventures present their progress and
findings in front of their peers, educator and mentors in a standardised format using a 4
slide presentation.
1. How many customers did you talk to (numbers) and what did you learn from it?
2. What you say you would do at the last meet-up (5 next steps), what did you do, what
did you not do, why, and what did you learn?
3. What changed in the business model since the last meet-up, what did you validate or
invalidate and what do you base it on? Presented using the Business Model Canvas.
4. What are your concrete next 5 steps until the next meet-up and what is currently
standing in your way / what is you current biggest challenge?
Feedback is given verbally by peers, mentors and educator and is saved in writing for
posterity by typing the feedback in realtime into a shared document during the meet-ups.
Suggested solutions to roadblocks and problems are worked out in the meet-up
sessions, but with a focus on being as little instructional as possible. It is up to the
startups themselves to drive progress and ask for help.
In between the meet-ups, mentors are available by email and phone to give feedback.
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THE WEEKLY
CHECK-INS
Besides the weekly peer-review meetup, participants are able to check in one on
one with mentors and the LLP educator in between meetups.
These check-ins enable the teams to get more quality time to discuss their current
individual hypothesis, tests, challenges and needs one to one.
Depending on distributed teams, location restrictions, scope and feasibility, the
weekly check-ins are done either on-site or as a video conference call remotely.
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THE MANAGEMENT
PLATFORM
LaunchPad Central enables stakeholders to run cohorts of teams through the
Lean Startup process of business model testing and development.
The platform helps innovation teams record their customer interviews and
business model canvas iterations week over week; while helping stakeholder
managers keep track of the teams’ progress over time.
The LLP Central provides a quick summary of how the teams in the cohorts are
progressing daily, weekly, and overall. Stakeholders are able to see how many
customer interviews a team has conducted, hypothesis activity, as well as
educator and mentor engagements. Data talks, BS walks.
Universities around the world use LPC to
teach the next generation of Lean
entrepreneurs.
Enterprise companies employ LPC to
provide a common language for innovation
and manage internal research programs.
Government agencies implement LPC to
capitalise on their research programs
through commercialisation.
Accelerators are using LPC as an innovation management tool to help their
startups find product-market fit.
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ABOUT
THE LLP EDUCATOR
VIDAR ANDERSEN
FOUNDING PRINCIPAL +ANDERSEN & ASSOCIATES
Vidar Andersen is a Norwegian serial startup entrepreneur, investor, educator,
speaker, and advisor to international corporations and organisations on innovation,
currently based in Dusseldorf, Germany, recognised by the Wirtschafts Woche,
the German best-selling business publication, as one of the most important
people in the German startup scene,
Vidar founded his first software development company in 1997. In the
following years he helped e.g. Statoil, Shell, Esso, The Norwegian Ministry of
Education and the Royal Norwegian Government, with what we today would
call outsourced innovation and digitalisation.
In 2001 he co-founded the enterprise content management system "Plone", in use
by NASA, Yale, the CIA, the FBI, Lufthansa, Deutsche Telekom and many more.
After almost 10 years helping enterprises, GOs and NGOs innovate and digitalise in Norway,
he moved to Germany in 2005 and served for nearly five years as Head of Digital at the lead agency for digital
media to T-Mobile International in Cologne.
In 2011 he founded the award winning startup "Gauss - The People Magnet", the very first social discovery app.
2012 he received a GEAP scholarship by Deusto University in Bilbao, Spain for his entrepreneurial merits.
In 2013 he was invited to Stanford to be trained and certified by Steve Blank as a Lean Launchpad Educator
because of his community efforts, enabling him to teach the premium experiential entrepreneurship curriculum
from Stanford and Berkeley at universities like the University of Cologne and organising a public version of the
Lean Launchpad as a pre-accelerator program for regional early-stage startups since then.
In 2013 he founded +ANDERSEN & ASSOCIATES to better serve the companies that kept requesting his
expertise on innovation, helping them prepare for tomorrow today - the startup way - through science and
entrepreneurship. Customers of Andersen include Deutsche Telekom, Philip Morris International, Telefónica,
BARCO, ABInbev, Reifenhäuser, The International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory (INL), Bertelsmann,
Mediengruppe RTL, AXA, Vebego, Yello, Henkel and more iconic brands under NDA.
He's been an invited speaker at places like Stanford, Cambridge, SxSW, Web Summit, LeWeb, London
Intrapreneurship Conference, RTL Digital Shapers Conference, and as a stand-in keynote speaker for the
Minister of Economic Affairs of the German state of North-Rhine Westphalia (NRW).
His work has been featured and recognised by The New York Times, Business Insider, CNN, BBC, TechCrunch,
Forbes, TechCocktail, Die Welt, DViCE, ZDF, WDR, DRadio Wissen, WiWo, LinkedIn SlideShare, The Pirate
Summit, Le Web, London Web Summit, Dublin Web Summit, TechCocktail Austin, NRW.INVEST, etc.
So far he has been teaching startup entrepreneurship and innovation management at BiTS Iserlohn, University
of Cologne, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), University of Applied Science Cologne, Qazvin Islamic Azad
University Iran (QIAU), Knowmads Business University Amsterdam, Karlshochschule International University
Karlsruhe, Northern Institute of Technology (NIT) Hamburg, The University of Applied Sciences, Arts
Northwestern Switzerland (FHNW), and as a co-founder of Germany's largest startup pitching event, The
Rheinland Pitch, together with the regional incubator STARTPLATZ he's been teaching over 700 (and counting)
startups how to pitch investors since 2013.
For more, see http://vidarandersen.com and http://plusandersen.com
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ABOUT +ANDERSEN
Helping large companies and organisations innovate like startups, providing the answers
to the questions how to proceed from an idea and how to identify and grow the
innovation talents within your organisation.

INNOVATION PIPELINE
Achieve predictable, repeatable and scalable innovation from within with the new modern
KPIs, methodologies and management tools we help you successfully implement

EDUCATION & TRAINING
Train your employees to flex their entrepreneurial muscle and discover your top talents
and enable them by training them as trainers through our programs

INNOVATION OUTPOSTS
External incubation & acceleration facilities, for permanent or temporary co-location of
your innovation venture teams, complete with mentoring

ACCESS TO STARTUPS & TALENTS
We provide unfiltered access to the startup ecosystems around the world and we help
you supplement your innovation teams with the right experienced talents needed to
execute successfully

TURNKEY READY PROGRAMS
We oﬀer proven programs giving you room to experiment with new approaches to find out
what works best for you

+ANDERSEN
& ASSOCIATES
tomorrow
today
+49 (0) 151 40 133 149
YOU@PLUSANDERSEN.COM
FLOSSI HAUS
SPEDITIONSSTR. 15A
40221 DUSSELDORF, DE
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